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Make a Custom Fit Top in a Day! (Silhouette Pattern #195) 

What to expect 
• We will use Silhouette Patterns Sweater Set pattern #195. 

o Note: We are making a knit, pullover top with sleeves (aka t-shirt). 
• Before class you will baste together a trial/test garment with extra-wide seam allowances using 

the instructions below. (see sample picture below – Fig 1) 
• In class, you will put on the test garment, seams out, and will be custom fit by a certified 

Silhouette Patterns fitting instructor.  (bring lots of pins!) 
• You will then baste in the changes we made during the draping/fitting session and try it on one 

more time for a final fit. 
• After fitting, you will cut out and sew the top in class, going home with your custom fitted top! 

 

Class Supplies: Sewing machine, pins, scissors, French curve (if you have one, do not buy one for 

the class), tape measure, seam gauge, misc. sewing notions, extra test fabric, notions listed on back of 
pattern, the test/trial top and knit fashion fabric yardage to make your actual top. 

 
Class Pre-Work 
Please read these instructions fully before starting. The Silhouette Pattern method may be very different 
than what you are used to. You will need to make a test/trial garment that will be used for fitting during 
class. Since we are making a knit top, you will need to make a knit test garment, with extra-wide seam 
allowances that will be basted together. 

  
Choose your size: 

Reminder - Sizes on the pattern envelope are finished garment measurements.   
  
Measure several favorite knit tops you have in your closet to determine the circumference you 
like.  That measurement already includes ease.  Do NOT measure your bust, because many 
women measure their bust and don’t know how to interpret that number into a garment size.  By 
measuring the actual garments you like, you will discover what you like and translate that into the 
pattern size to use. The sizes on the back of Silhouette Patterns are the finished garment 
measurements, not the body measurements.   
  
How to measure the bust area of your top: Lay the top flat and measure across the bust area, from 
one side to the other, directly underneath the armholes. Double this measurement to get the 
complete circumference. 
 
Choose the size for the top based on your favorite bust measurement based on your clothes. 
Remember that knits have varying degrees of stretch so try to measure a finished garment that 
has the same amount of stretch as the knit fabric you plan to make. After choosing the size you 
prefer, choose the cup sizing that corresponds to your bra cup size. (If you are larger than a D-cup, 
choose the D-cup size, or smaller than a B-cup, choose the B-cup size; we'll refine the fit during 
the draping.) 
  
Alternate method: If you don't have any knit tops that you like how they fit in the bust, then wrap 
your knit, fashion fabric around your bust, pulling it as snugly or as loosely as you prefer. Pin the 
fabric in place around you then remove the fabric from your body, then measure between the 
pins. Choose the pattern size closest to this measurement. 

http://www.silhouettepatterns.com/html/patterns/p_195.htm
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Add extra seam allowance to the pattern at the shoulder, side seams and sleeve seam before cutting: 
• Ensure you have a minimum of 1" total seam allowances on the side and shoulder seams. Since 

Silhouette Patterns have 3/8" seam allowances, this means you need to add 5/8” extra at each 
side seam and the shoulder seams (do NOT add anything extra to the French dart).  The purpose 
of this is to save time during the fitting process, allowing extra circumference, if needed. 
o Fold out the French dart at the side seam (NOTE: the dart lines are cutting lines, so you need 

to ensure you are matching the seam lines which are 3/8" inside the cutting lines). Once the 
dart is folded down, the side seam will become a straight line, and you can add on the 5/8". 
Cut on this new line, which will automatically adjust the dart when you unfold it. (See Fig 2-5 
below.) 

o REMINDER: The lines of the French dart are CUT lines, not seam lines. You may want to wait 
to cut out only a portion of the French dart (don’t cut all the way to the tip) until after the 
garment has been fit to you in case the dart is too high. 
 

o Hips larger than pattern size chosen for the bust?  If you know you need more than 2 ½” 
extra circumference at the hip area, then add extra seam allowance tapering back to 1” at 
the bust area. For example, the circumference you prefer at the bust (based on garments 
you measured) corresponds to size 3. The pattern at the hip measures basically the same as 
the waist, for example, 43 ½” but you want 48” of circumference. So, you will need to add 
5/8” at the bust area (for a 1” total seam allowance), tapering out to 1 3/4” (the original 
5/8” extra + 1 1/8” to match the desired circumference) to each side seam at the hip area. 
Then you will baste with a 1” seam allowance. 
For those who like to see the math: 48” (desired circumference) – 43 1/2” (pattern) = 4 1/2” 
(extra circumference needed) divided by 4 seams = 1 1/8”. Now add on the additional 5/8” 
for a total of 1 3/4” at the hip area (tapering back to 5/8” at the bust). 
• NOTE ON THE FRENCH DART WHEN A LARGER HIP SIZE IS DESIRED: To make things 

easier, use the French dart size that is closest to your desired hip circumference. Taper 
from the bust out to the larger size desired above the French dart, then use the French 
dart size that corresponds to the larger hip size. For example, if your desired bust size is 
a 5W, but your desired hip size is closer to an 8W, then use the French dart for the size 
8W to make it easier to add on the extra seam allowance. We’ll refine the fit during 
draping. 

  

Cut out and baste the trial/test garment (with extra-wide seam allowances) 
Cut out and baste the wearable test garment. Remember to use fabric similar to the fabric you plan to 
use in the final garment (i.e. use an inexpensive knit fabric for a knit garment). For this class use a knit 
with similar amount of stretch as your final fabric for your test/trial top for best results. 

  
1. Cut out front, back and one sleeve.  Lay out the tissue pattern on the trial/test, knit fabric and 

cut out.  Do not read the instructions inside the pattern envelope except if you need to 
understand how to assemble the pattern pieces, do not make changes to the original tissue 
unless you talk to me first.  You need the front (this should be cut on the fold), the back and one 
sleeve.   

a. Center Front Reminder: The front pattern is used for both the shell and the jacket; be 
sure to use the center fold line for the shell, NOT the cut line (there is an extra 3/8” cut 
line when making the jacket part of this set). 

 
2. Mark stitching lines at the side seams and the shoulders.  
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3. Baste in the French darts, do not backstitch. Remember the French dart seam lines are 3/8” 

inside the cut lines. 
 

4. Machine baste shoulder and side seams and the one sleeve underarm seam.  Do not backstitch - 
**do NOT serge!  Do NOT stitch the sleeve into the armhole. Baste with a 1” seam allowance 
per the previous instructions. Remember, you should now have 1" seam allowances for the 
shoulder, side and sleeve seams, so you are stitching 1" from the cut edge.  

  
Note: If you want to serge your final garment, bring a serger/overlocker, however a sewing machine is 
required. 
 

Examples 
Your test garment will look similar to the following (though garment types may be different - focus on 
the extra seam allowances and the basted seams). 
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Figure 1-Extra seam allowance added 

 

How to fold out the French Dart to add extra seam allowance 
Fold out the French dart at the side seam (the dart lines are cutting lines, so you need to ensure you are 

matching the seam lines which are 3/8" inside the cutting lines). Once the dart is folded down, the side 

seam will become a straight line, and you can add on the minimum additional 5/8". Cut on this new line 

(with the dart still folded), which will automatically adjust the dart when you unfold it.   
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Figure 2- Identify the French dart seam lines 

 

Figure 3- Fold out the dart on the 3/8" seam lines so the side seam is now a straight line 
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Figure 4-Add extra paper (if needed) and measure out additional circumference needed (usually 5/8" to have a total 1” seam 
allowance -may need more at hips) 

 

Figure 5- Cut along the newly created line (keep the dart closed when cutting) 


